Secondary Weekly Instructional Plan for “CHOIR”
Learning Goals for week of:
1.
2.
3.

4.

Anchor Standard 1 Generate and conceptualize artistic ideas and work.
Performance Standard (MU:Cr1.1.8) a. Generate rhythmic, melodic and harmonic phrases and harmonic accompaniments
within expanded forms (including introductions, transitions, and codas) that convey expressive intent.
Anchor Standard 3 Refine and complete artistic work.
Performance Standard (MU:Cr3.2.8) a. Present the final version of their documented composition, song, or arrangement,
using craftsmanship and originality to demonstrate the application of compositional techniques for creating unity and
variety, tension and release, and balance to convey expressive intent.

Day 1

Day 2

Day 3

Day 4

Day 5

Learning Task:
This week we will be learning
the song “My Shot from the
musical “Hamilton” Listen to the
video below and on your
musical journal reflect who is
Alexander Hamilton and why is
he so important in American
History?
https://www.youtube.com/watc
h?v=1SlpNFVLf2A

Learning Task

Learning Task

Learning Task

1. Practice
singing “My
Shot” again from
Monday.
Read together
the lyrics of the
song, analyzing
them to gain
more insight on
Alexander
Hamilton.

Meet one of the
musical
composers/arrange
rs Alex Lacamoire
of “Hamilton” the
musical. Watch the
video and then
answer the
questions about
the video.

Class
meeting:
@
2:30pm

Lin-Manuel Miranda wrote the
music, lyrics and book for
Hamilton:
An American Musical. This musical
about Alexander Hamilton, one of
the founding fathers of the United
States of America, opened on
Broadway in 2015. By 2016, it had
received a record-setting sixteen
Tony nominations, winning eleven
of them. A Tony Award recognizes
achievement in Broadway
productions.
In the musical, the character
Alexander Hamilton performs the
song “My Shot.” He discusses his
hopes for the future, and his
chance to be remembered.

2. Analyze the
form of the song
chorus, coda,
repeats. On your
journal tell me
how your knew
where to find
the verses, coda
and repeats?

https://www.youtub
e.com/watch?v=otrn
49Ioi0I

SHOW
UP!!!!!!

On your journal
reflect this musical
quote. Please write
more than one
sentence….
“Music is a world
within itself, with a
language we all
understand with an
equal opportunity
for all to sing, dance
and clap their
hands.”


Stevie
Wonder

